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Key messages
Non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI) are public health measures that aim to prevent and/or control SARSCoV-2 transmission in the community. As long as there is no effective and safe vaccine to protect those at risk
of severe COVID-19, NPI are the most effective public health interventions against COVID-19.
These ECDC guidelines detail available options for NPI in various epidemiologic scenarios, assess the evidence
for their effectiveness and address implementation issues, including potential barriers and facilitators.

General considerations on NPI to control COVID-19










NPI have played a critical role in reducing transmission rates and the impact of COVID-19 in the European
Union, European Economic Area (EU/EEA) and United Kingdom (UK). Until a safe and effective vaccine is
available to all those at risk of severe COVID-19 disease, NPI will continue to be the main public health tool
against SARS-CoV-2.
Most NPI can have a negative impact on the general well-being of people, the functioning of society, and
the economy. Therefore, their use should be guided by data on the local epidemiological situation, with the
overall goal of protecting the most vulnerable individuals in the society.
Specific recommendations to protect the most vulnerable include enhanced surveillance, comprehensive testing,
and intensified infection prevention and control practices in settings that host high-risk individuals, such as longterm care facilities.
In countries/regions/municipalities/communities where sustained control of SARS-CoV-2 has been
achieved, as documented by comprehensive surveillance, NPI can be relaxed, allowing society to function
almost normally. Under the current exceptional circumstances, imposing travel restrictions on those coming
from countries or areas that have not yet achieved transmission control will probably make a meaningful
difference to the SARS-CoV-2 epidemiology within the population.
In countries/regions/municipalities/communities that experience community transmission, the authorities
should ensure that personal NPI are understood and correctly applied by the population. This includes
maintaining physical distance in all settings, hand hygiene and respiratory etiquette, and the wearing of face
masks when physical distancing cannot be guaranteed. The use of face masks is recommended both indoors
(e.g. supermarkets, shops and public transport) and in crowded outdoor settings. In addition, use of face
masks should be strongly recommended for groups at risk of developing severe complications if infected (e.g.
individuals in older age groups or with underlying conditions) and for those whose occupations bring them
into extensive face-to-face contact with the public when there is ongoing transmission.

Decision-makers responsible for implementing population- and/or environmental-level NPI, either at local or
national level, should consider the advice/evidence below when deciding on the combination of measures.

Considerations in the event of community transmission
During the SARS-CoV-2 community transmission phase, the following interventions may be considered,
irrespective of incidence level.


Promoting and facilitating physical distancing in all settings is an effective NPI to reduce the levels of SARSCoV-2 transmission in the community.
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Advising the population to voluntarily self-isolate if experiencing COVID-19 compatible symptoms is an
essential measure for reducing the number of secondary infections. This should be linked to easy access to
testing and rapid contact tracing, testing of high-risk contacts irrespective of symptoms, and the
quarantining of contacts.
Advising the population to consistently meet with the same people in ‘social bubbles’, whether friends or
co-workers, can allow for a greater degree of contact between people, while still minimising the risk of
SARS-CoV-2 transmission and associated outbreaks.
Limiting the size of indoor and outdoor gatherings decreases the likelihood of SARS-CoV-2 spreading to large
numbers of people. Such a measure is more effective if implemented consistently, even for relatively small
gatherings (e.g. >10 individuals). Additional organisational measures such as event cancellation, postponement
or re-arrangement should be considered, depending on the underlying epidemiological situation.
Promoting teleworking where possible can reduce the risk of outbreaks in the workplace.
Closing selected businesses, such as places where people have limited possibility for physical distancing,
could be more effective than closing all businesses, and therefore is a possible option for reducing
transmission while avoiding large-scale economic and social impact.
Proactive school closure is not recommended as an effective COVID-19 containment strategy at this stage
as there is currently little (and conflicting) evidence on the effect it has on SARS-CoV-2 transmission in the
community. Firstly, children (18 years and younger) mostly experience a benign clinical course of COVID19 and do not seem to have been the main vector of SARS-CoV-2 in the community. Secondly, because the
impact of school closure on children’s education, families’ economies, and on society as a whole is
significant and well-documented.
Environmental measures, such as regular cleaning of frequently-touched surfaces and appropriate
ventilation of indoor spaces, can lower the risk of disease transmission in the community. Such measures
are particularly relevant in healthcare settings to reduce nosocomial transmission and infection of
healthcare workers.

Considerations in the event of widespread transmission
During widespread transmission of SARS-CoV-2, when hospitalisation rates, ICU admissions, and/or mortality is
increasing, in addition to the NPI above, the following stricter measures can be considered.






Stay-at-home measures are a last-resort option due to their significant impact on both society and
individuals. Targeted implementation, both geographically and temporally, is preferred and can be
considered to control outbreaks which are not responding to other measures. Available evidence does not
prove that stay-at-home measures are more effective than other measures, such as the closing of (some)
high-risk businesses.
Population-wide testing strategies (testing all individuals, irrespective of symptoms) may be appropriate in
local settings with high incidence. Such an approach would enable public health authorities to identify most
of the infectious COVID-19 cases at a given point in time (e.g. including pre-symptomatic, paucisymptomatic, and asymptomatic cases), allowing for their prompt isolation and the interruption of
transmission chains. However, the effectiveness/cost-effectiveness of this approach remains unknown and
should not compromise the accessibility or timeliness of testing for those who are symptomatic. Without
timely analysis and notification to isolate cases, population-wide testing alone would not be effective in
reducing transmission.
Reactive closures of schools may be necessary as a consequence of widespread virus transmission in the
community and educational settings. Reactive school and day-care closures will probably not reduce the
impact of the epidemic, but may be necessary due to high absenteeism and operational issues, especially if
the spread of SARS-CoV-2 coincides with the ongoing influenza season in an EU/EEA country.

Addressing NPI compliance




Support for NPI has varied considerably across countries and in different population groups within the
same country: what works to promote safe behaviour in one city, country, culture, or population may be
ineffective or otherwise sub-optimal in another. Several EU/EEA countries have therefore been working to
incorporate behavioural insights into their COVID-19 response work, using ongoing assessments of public
attitudes, behaviour, and beliefs within their own populations. Innovative means have also been developed
for collecting anonymised, aggregated data on people’s movements, which can act as a proxy for
compliance with measures (e.g. stay-at-home measures).
While there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to promoting NPI compliance, there are nonetheless some key
principles that can be applied in all settings, as defined in various theories of behaviour change. The COMB model is one such theory, based on the common-sense idea that a given behaviour occurs when both
the capability and opportunity are present, and when the individual concerned is more motivated to adopt
that behaviour than any other. Systematically applying such models can optimise the effectiveness of
strategies promoting NPI.
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Scope of this document
The scope of this document is to outline the available options for non-pharmaceutical interventions in various
epidemiological scenarios, assess the evidence for their effectiveness and address implementation issues, including
potential barriers and facilitators.
This document does not state the measures in terms of level of importance. Instead, it discusses each one as a
possible component in a suite of measures that should be included in a comprehensive and coordinated strategy.

Target audience
The target audience for this document is public health authorities in EU/EEA Member States and the UK.

Background
What are non-pharmaceutical interventions?
Non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI) are public health measures that aim to prevent and/or control SARS-CoV-2
transmission in the community. In the absence of an effective and safe vaccine to protect individuals at risk of
severe COVID-19, NPI are the most effective public health interventions against COVID-19. In most situations, a
number of NPI should be implemented simultaneously to maximise effectiveness. NPI such as school and business
closures and travel restrictions aim to reduce virus transmission and spread, but they have serious personal, social
and economic consequences. Therefore such consequences need to be foreseen and, where possible, addressed
before and during NPI implementation. Achieving sustained public compliance with any NPI is critical for its
effectiveness. Therefore any NPI implementation plan should be accompanied by a robust communication strategy.
Since NPI are almost always applied in combinations and at varying levels of intensity, it is challenging to analyse
the effectiveness of each measure individually. The assessment of the effectiveness of NPI is based on statistical
methods and epidemiological modelling studies, as well as evidence from influenza and other respiratory viruses.
There are three main categories of NPI:




individual, such as hand hygiene, respiratory hygiene and use of face masks,
environmental, such as cleaning and ventilation of indoor spaces,
population-related, such as promoting physical distancing and limiting and restricting movement and the
gathering of people.

Widespread, timely testing and contact tracing are cornerstone measures of the response at all stages of the
epidemic and underpin NPI measures to isolate cases and quarantine contacts. Testing and contact tracing
strategies and operations are covered in detail elsewhere [1,2].

COVID-19 transmission
Evidence currently available indicates that COVID-19 may be transmitted from person to person by several
different routes [3]. Infection is understood to be mainly transmitted via respiratory droplets containing the SARSCoV-2 virus. Transmission through aerosols probably occurs in closed spaces (short-range aerosol), where many
people linger for longer periods of time. It is also known to occur in healthcare settings during aerosol-generating
procedures (e.g. intubation). Indirect transmission through fomites that have been contaminated by respiratory
secretions is considered possible, although so far transmission through fomites has not been documented.
Moreover, the role of other routes of transmission (e.g. faecal-oral or blood-borne) has not been documented.
Asymptomatic transmission (i.e. when the infectious person has no symptoms throughout the course of the
disease) is difficult to quantify. Available data, mainly derived from observational studies, vary in quality and seem
to be prone to publication bias [4,5]. Mathematical modelling studies (not peer-reviewed) have suggested that
asymptomatic individuals might be major drivers behind the growth of the COVID-19 pandemic [6,7]. The infectious
period begins at least two days before the onset of symptoms and symptoms can often be mild and non-specific.
Since patients can transmit the disease without symptoms or before they realise they are ill, the isolation of sick
people alone is insufficient for controlling the spread of COVID-19.
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Table 1. Characteristics of SARS-CoV-2 transmission and relevance for NPI
Value/description (+ ref)

Relevance for NPI

Main transmission routes

Respiratory droplets (large and
aerosols), fomites [3]

Incubation period

Basic reproduction number
Infectiousness by age
Proportion of asymptomatic cases

Range: 1-14 days [8-11]
Median: 5-6 days
1-2 days before symptom onset
10 days after symptom onset in mild
cases, 14-20 days in severe cases
[12,13]
2-4 [14,15]
Unclear
30-40% [16,17]

Mask wearing, hand and respiratory
hygiene, avoid indoor and crowded
places
Duration of quarantine
Follow-up of contacts
Duration of isolation, duration of
quarantine

Transmission by asymptomatic cases
Risk factors for transmission (personal)

Yes
Activities, number of contacts

Risk factors for transmission (setting)

Close contact, indoor settings,
crowding, travel
Old age, underlying diseases

Infectious period

Risk factors for severity (personal)

All NPI
School measures
Mask wearing, hand hygiene, avoid
indoor and crowded places, testing
strategy, quarantine
Quarantine, testing strategy
Physical distancing, hand and
respiratory hygiene, contact tracing
Physical distancing, mass gatherings,
travel restrictions
Protection of vulnerable groups

Methodology
The following information sources were used to identify relevant evidence on the effectiveness and implementation
of NPI to minimise the spread of SARS-CoV-2:





Literature review: data from the scientific literature, identified through a structured literature search, was
assessed. The search strategy is described in Annex 1.
ECDC Response Measure Database: a brief descriptive analysis of the implementation of NPI in the EU/EEA
and the UK was included. This analysis was taken from the ECDC Response Measures Database which
collects information on NPI implemented in EU/EEA countries and the UK since January 2020. The
information was extracted on 9 September 2020. Measures by specific countries can be found in the Weekly
COVID-19 country overview [18].
Compendium of relevant ECDC technical documents.

Considerations for implementation
Different compliance levels for various NPI
Substantial evidence has accrued indicating that the imposition of restrictive non-pharmaceutical interventions,
such as stay-at-home measures, during the first phase of the COVID-19 pandemic in Europe was associated with
increases in loneliness, stress levels and symptoms of depression [19]. Uncertainty about the likely duration of the
measures, as well as actual or potential loss of income during this period have been identified as key determinants
for these conditions [20,21]. There have also been reports that physical distancing within households where one
family member is sick may be seen as socially unacceptable and not always feasible [22]. Further challenges have
been encountered when promoting other measures that are perceived as onerous, such as avoiding face touching,
disinfecting surfaces, and wearing masks or goggles [23]. All of these psychological and logistical issues may
reduce compliance levels with the NPI in question as the pandemic continues to evolve through the northern
hemisphere during the autumn and into the winter. By contrast, hand and respiratory hygiene are widely viewed as
familiar, actionable, and socially responsible actions to take, and therefore compliance with directives to practice
these measures is stronger [22].
Overall, it has become clear that compliance with different COVID-19 NPI varies, with the levels for a given NPI
being determined both by people’s outcome expectations (the belief that it is effective) and by their process
expectations (the belief that it is not unduly inconvenient) [23].

Challenges to optimising NPI compliance levels

The relaxation of restrictions in most EU/EEA countries over the summer months has, in some people’s minds, created
an ambiguity or uncertainty about what actions to take in order to reduce the risk of COVID-19 infection. This
uncertainty is in part due to a lack of clarity in some countries about when different NPI should be implemented and
when they are not deemed necessary by the authorities [24]. This uncertainty may be complicated further as autumn
begins in the northern hemisphere and people return to indoor environments that can facilitate the spread of the
virus, and a re-imposition of some NPI should therefore be considered. In some countries, a growing and vocal
opposition has emerged to any such re-imposition of restrictive measures, motivated by a range of issues including a
desire for a return to ‘normality’, perceptions of a decreased threat from the virus, and broad political discontent from
4
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extremist groups as well as from people protesting at the inequitable socio-economic impact of the pandemic and of
the NPI themselves [25-27]. These issues, which have led to large protests in some countries [28], will need to be
taken into consideration in any efforts to promote NPI during the autumn and winter months ahead.
An additional challenge to compliance concerns the confusion caused in some people’s minds by the differing
recommendations and approaches between and within countries. This makes them question why certain measures
may be applied in one country but not in others. One example of this is the difference in approaches between
countries regarding travel restrictions and entry requirements, such as screenings at points of entry and quarantine
measures. As reported by media in relation to travel during the summer, the variety of measures has been a
source of confusion [29]. This situation which, in addition to economic disruption, has also created additional
uncertainty for citizens, prompted the EU to call for more clarity and predictability of any measures put in place
that may restrict free movement [30].
One of the main challenges in achieving strong compliance with NPI – under any circumstances, let alone the given
situation – is that there is no single approach that can be used in all settings and with all population groups [31].
Every government needs to take its own decisions on how to promote compliance with NPI, based on local
conditions. Support for NPI has varied considerably across countries and different population groups within the
same country. For example, data from a longitudinal multi-country study highlights the substantial variations in
face mask usage. In late May-early June, this was lowest among the Scandinavian countries, with fewer than 12%
of all respondents from Sweden, Finland, Norway and Denmark stating that they ever wore a face mask when they
left the house, compared to 99% in Italy [32]. While face masks were not promoted in Scandinavia at this stage of
the pandemic, the data indicate that, for a range of reasons – social, cultural and political factors; trust in the
authorities; government strategy, national recommendations and the national and/or local epidemiological
trajectory of COVID-19 [33,34] – what works to promote safe behaviour in one city, country, culture, or population
may be ineffective or otherwise sub-optimal in another [31].

Principles for promoting compliance to NPI

While there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach, there are some key principles that can be applied in all settings, as
defined in various theories of behaviour change. The COM-B model [35] is one such theory, based on the commonsense idea that a given behaviour occurs when both the capability and opportunity are present and when the
individual concerned is more motivated to enact that behaviour than any other [36]. This model has been
suggested elsewhere as having relevance to the COVID-19 pandemic [37]. In the context of COVID-19 prevention,
all three COM-B components (i.e. capability, opportunity, and motivation) have been shown to signiﬁcantly predict
good hygienic practices [38].
The COM-B model is applicable to all of the individual NPI measures discussed in this document. As such, it may be
viewed as a useful heuristic technique for decision-makers when planning and assessing the potential efficacy of
specific NPI.
Under the umbrella of the three COM-B principles, an array of sub-issues has been identified as being of potential
importance for ensuring that NPI promotion strategies are locally relevant, acceptable, and feasible, and thereby of
value when promoting compliance:
 Capability
One of the key factors in determining whether and the extent to which an individual has the capability to
successfully enact an NPI is their understanding of the NPI in question. To this end, clear, unambiguous and
specific guidance on the required behaviour is necessary from the government and other community leaders
[23,39]. Some NPI, such as mask-wearing or the use of hand sanitiser, require some sort of material product if
people are to be capable of implementing them.
 Opportunity
Authorities and service providers can maximise the opportunities that people have to enact an NPI by a number of
means, such as the use of physical markers and channels which can work either at a conscious level or as a subconscious ‘nudge’ to encourage certain behaviour. Examples include establishing one-way flows for services and in
shops and markets to reduce crowds and limit the number of contacts, or marking out > 1-metre intervals in
shops, clinics and other places where it may be necessary to queue, or for desk spacing in schools [40]. Further to
the point above on capability, the opportunity for people to comply with recommendations or orders to use
products such as face masks or hand sanitiser will be optimised if they are affordable, acceptable, and people
know how to use them correctly.
 Motivation
Under the current circumstances, when many people across the EU/EEA are increasingly reluctant to enact NPI as
a means of reducing COVID-19 infections, it is particularly important to focus on the means to motivate the
population to continue to comply with recommendations. Social norms are core determinants of human behaviour,
therefore appealing to longstanding norms (e.g. community solidarity) as means of motivating people may be
effective, as well as working to create new norms, such as not shaking hands and staying at home [39,41].
Emphasising the social norms of a specific target group (for example, healthcare workers, young people, the
elderly, minority ethnic groups and religious communities) through role models and influencers who are respected
by these groups can also increase their compliance to the NPI [41].
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A general principle of risk communication is that the promotion of desired behaviour is more likely to lead to higher
compliance levels than an emphasis on punishment for perceived breaches [39,41]. Indeed, there are suggestions
that messages perceived as authoritarian or moralistic can be counter-productive, particularly where populations
perceive unfairness in the management of breaches [39,42]. Enforcement strategies (e.g. mandatory versus
recommended) can be important means of motivating people to comply with measures, but mandating NPI may be
challenging for law enforcement agencies [43], and in some countries clear recommendations are seen as
preferable to the imposition of mandatory measures [44,45].

Connecting behavioural insights with risk communication
Risk and crisis communication is essential for translating the insights gained from behavioural science into
messages that are readily understood and accepted by target audiences. An important starting point is seeking to
ensure that both behavioural sciences and emergency risk communication are afforded dedicated strategic roles
within emergency response structures. Messaging should be consistent across multiple sources, tailored to specific
cultural contexts [46], and should provide guidance on specific actions that can be undertaken. Ideally messages
should be delivered using a range of media, social and traditional and, when developing messages, it is always
best to consult the specific target audience in advance, if possible [46]. The provision of messages to certain
communities (for example those who are medically and socially vulnerable) may be facilitated by partnerships with
civil society, and may also require community engagement strategies [47,48].

The need for ongoing behavioural research

As indicated above, an overriding principle for promoting compliance with NPI is that what works well in one
setting or population group may be ineffective in another. Local conditions and local culture must be taken into
account if an NPI strategy is to be acceptable and feasible, and several EU/EEA countries have been working to
incorporate behavioural insights into their COVID-19 response work, including through ongoing assessments of
public attitudes, behaviour and beliefs [49-51]. World Health Organization’s Regional Office for Europe has also
developed a COVID-19 survey tool for use by Member States [52], and this has been in use in Germany since
March [53]. Through this work, changes in social norms and expectations in different settings can be investigated,
emerging issues (for example, stigma, misperceptions and conspiracy theories) can be identified, and direct
feedback can be obtained from the population on current NPI strategies. This will enable a strong foundation to be
built for planning and risk communication activities, to ensure that NPI are socially acceptable and feasible.
Cross-country datasets on COVID-19 knowledge, attitudes and behaviour have also been produced, providing
useful comparisons of the acceptability and uptake of different NPI over time and in different countries [54]. In
addition, innovative means have been developed for collecting anonymised, aggregated data on people’s
movement – which can act as a proxy for compliance with measures (e.g. stay-at-home measures) – one example
being wearable activity tracking devices [55]. Analysis of Twitter has provided feedback on the public responses to
COVID-19 NPI regimes [56], while Google’s COVID-19 Community Mobility Reports give aggregated, anonymised
details of daily mobility patterns in communities across the globe which can be used to analyse compliance with
stay-at-home and other large-scale NPI [57].
In spite of these advances, there is currently a dearth of evidence on the evaluation of strategies to promote NPI
compliance, and strong calls have been made to address this situation [36]. There is also very limited qualitative
research in the literature on this subject, even though such an approach could throw important light on issues that
may not be amenable to survey-type data, such as providing insights into potential barriers and facilitating factors
for compliance with various NPI in different populations.
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Non-pharmaceutical interventions
The non-pharmaceutical interventions (individual, environmental and population-level) are set out in three groups
below.

Individual level
1. Physical distancing
Avoiding physical contact and keeping a physical distance of 12 m is considered to be a key preventive measure
and physical distancing has been widely promoted in Europe and worldwide.

Evidence base for the measure

Currently there is scientific uncertainty regarding the distance that the SARS-CoV-2 can travel from an infectious
individual when breathing, talking, coughing or sneezing. Therefore the correlation between proximity to an
infectious person and the risk of virus transmission has not been completely defined. Furthermore, the risk of
transmission is influenced by various factors that make each contact situation unique. Factors influencing the risk
of transmission are the setting (indoors or outdoors), whether the infectious individual is coughing, sneezing or
talking at the time of contact, the duration of exposure, and environmental conditions such as temperature,
humidity and the type of air flow. Transmission risk is also related to other factors such as the concentration of
viral particles in respiratory droplets and the amount of droplets produced. Although the evidence suggests that
SARS-CoV-2 may travel more than two metres, the risk of transmission decreases with the distance from the
infectious source [58]. In a recent systematic review and meta-analysis, physical distancing of one metre or more
was linked to an approximately five-fold reduction of the transmission risk, with twice the increased protective
effect for every extra metre of distance added [59]. In addition to ensuring appropriate distance, physical barriers,
such as transparent screens, can be used to decrease exposure to infectious droplets, especially in settings where
there are multiple interactions and physical distancing is not possible (e.g. cashiers).

Considerations for implementation

Posters can be used as a reminder to keep a physical distance, especially in places which tend to get crowded.
Floor markings spaced at the recommended distance, seat markings and rearrangement of furniture can also
facilitate the implementation of the measure in places where people gather, such as shops, public transportation
and restaurants.
Keeping an appropriate physical distance may not be feasible in all settings, such as in households, on public
transportation and for some occupations that involve close contact with other people.

2. Respiratory hygiene
Respiratory hygiene refers to covering the mouth and nose when coughing and sneezing (e.g. using a paper tissue
or cloth handkerchief) with the aim of reducing person-to-person transmission through droplets which are a known
mode of transmission for coronaviruses [60].
Cough etiquette is widely recommended in public health guidelines for all community settings (home, schools,
workplaces, healthcare settings, etc.) at all times for all respiratory viruses and for COVID-19. Appropriate
materials need to be supplied (e.g. tissues, no-touch waste bins, etc.). It is important that tissues are properly
disposed of immediately after use and hands are then washed with soap and water [60].
Adherence to respiratory hygiene measures is strongly recommended throughout the course of the COVID-19
pandemic and as a good practice for the prevention of all diseases transmissible by direct contract as a result of
respiratory secretions.

3. Hand hygiene
Hand hygiene refers to the frequent and appropriate washing of hands with soap and water or cleaning of hands
with solutions, gels or tissues. Hands should be washed regularly using soap and water for 2040 seconds; if
hands are soiled, soap and water should precede the use of hand sanitisers [61]. The literature reports that
alcohol-based hand sanitisers offer limited added benefit over soap and water in community settings and, if used,
should contain 6085% alcohol [59,60].
Recommending hand hygiene is considered a rational precaution, involving limited costs and no significant associated
risks. Its effectiveness will probably increase in combination with other measures (e.g. use of face masks).

Evidence base for the measure

Hand hygiene is recommended as a key measure in multiple settings (healthcare and community settings) for the
prevention of COVID-19, based on evidence from studies on influenza and other respiratory viral infections and on
the capacity of SARS-CoV-2 to survive on environmental surfaces and objects [61-64]. Hand disinfection with
alcohol-based solutions and hand washing inactivates influenza virus [65,66], and presumably also SARS-CoV-2, on
hands. So far, there are only a limited number of studies on the effect of hand hygiene on the prevention of
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COVID-19. A study from China reported that both sub-optimal hand hygiene before and after contact with patients
was linked to an increased risk of infection [69].
An updated Cochrane systematic review on the effectiveness of hand hygiene, surface disinfection and other
hygiene interventions in preventing the spread of respiratory viral illnesses identified 25 randomised trials
comparing hand hygiene with a control group [70]. Hand hygiene interventions were associated with a 16%
relative reduction of acute respiratory illness and a 36% reduction in absenteeism, although the effect on
influenza-like illness and laboratory-confirmed influenza were not significant. The authors highlighted multiple
limitations, such as the often small size of the trials, the high risk of bias and the heterogeneity of the
interventions.

Considerations for implementation

Adherence to proper hand hygiene measures is strongly recommended throughout the course of the COVID-19
pandemic and as a good practice for the prevention of all diseases transmissible by direct contract through
respiratory secretions or the faecal-oral route.
Hand hygiene is a complex behavioural issue and compliance has been erratic, even among trained healthcare
workers [69]. Adherence has been sub-optimal even in interventional trials. Factors such as knowledge,
perceptions, social acceptability and behavioural cues play key roles in adherence and need to be addressed by
means of targeted information and educational campaigns. Widespread availability of hand-washing facilities,
water, soap and hand hygiene solutions are crucial and need to be ensured. Skin irritation is the most commonly
reported adverse effect linked to hand hygiene [68,70,71]. In addition, since the beginning of the pandemic there
have been reports of serious adverse events, including deaths, after ingestion of alcohol-based hand rub solutions
and abuse of disinfectants [72,73].

4. Face masks
A medical face mask (also known as surgical or procedure mask) is a medical device covering the mouth, nose and
chin to provide a barrier that limits the transmission of an infective agent between hospital staff and patients. The
masks are used by healthcare workers to prevent large respiratory droplets and splashes from reaching the mouth
and the nose of the wearer and to help reduce and/or control the spread of large respiratory droplets at source.
Medical masks comply with requirements defined in European Standard EN 14683:2014. Non-medical face masks
(or ‘community’ masks) include various forms of self-made or commercial masks and face covers made of cloth,
other textiles or other materials, such as paper. They are not standardised and are not intended for use in
healthcare settings or by healthcare professionals. A respirator or filtering face piece (FFP), is designed to protect
the wearer from exposure to airborne contaminants (e.g. infectious agents inhaled as large or small particle
droplets) and is classified as personal protective equipment (PPE). Respirators are mainly used by healthcare
workers to protect themselves, especially during aerosol-generating procedures. Respirators comply with
requirements defined in European Standard EN 149:2001+A1:2009. Because the various respirators fit users
differently, they need to be fitted individually in order to match each user.
Respirators are specifically designed to protect users from small airborne particles, including aerosols [74,75]. They
are usually available in three sizes (small, medium or large) to allow for differences in face contours. European
standard (EN 149:2001+A1:2009) defines classes of respirators depending on whether they are entirely or
substantially constructed of filtering material [filtering face pieces (FFP) categories 1-3] [76].

Use of face masks in the community

Implementation of the use of face masks in the community when physical distancing cannot be guaranteed should
be strongly considered, both indoors (e.g. supermarkets, shops and public transport) and in crowded outdoor
settings in areas with community transmission of COVID-19. In addition, use of face masks should be strongly
recommended for groups at risk of developing severe complications if infected (e.g. individuals in older age groups
or having underlying conditions) and in people whose occupations involve extensive face-to-face contact with the
public in areas where there is ongoing transmission.
Proper use and disposal of masks and proper hand hygiene need to be ensured by training users before
distributing masks.
According to the ECDC Response Measures Database, 25 countries in the EU/EEA and the UK have implemented
national recommendations for the use of face masks. In most countries, the use of masks was mandatory in closed
public spaces or in public transport. Only three of the 25 countries had classified the recommendation to use masks
as ‘voluntary’. As of 9 September 2020, the mandatory mask use recommendations in EU/EEA and the UK had a
median duration of 110 days (interquartile range (IQR) 49126 days).

Evidence base for the measure

There is increasing evidence showing the effect of face masks in preventing SARS-CoV-2 transmission. In a recent
systematic review, Chu et al. determined that on average there was more than a five-fold reduction of the
transmission risk, from 17.4% with no face mask to 3.1% with a face mask (e.g. N95, surgical, or 1216 layer
cotton mask) [77]. In addition, several other studies on the use of either medical or non-medical face masks in the
community have provided evidence on the efficacy of this measure at individual [78-80] and population level [8183]. The evidence shows that face masks are not only effective in reducing the release of respiratory secretions
(source control) [85], but also in protecting individuals that wear them correctly from infection (self-protection)
8
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[86]. Furthermore, use of face masks is thought to be linked to milder disease among infected individuals by
reducing the infectious inoculum [87].
Several recent studies show that non-medical face masks made of cotton and synthetic materials have favourable
filtering properties comparable to medical face masks [87-93]. However, this depends on the material and the
construction of the face mask, including layering (316 layers [95]) and combination of materials. So far, no studies have
directly evaluated the effect of non-medical face masks on transmission. The European Committee for Standardisation
(CEN) and other standardisation agencies have established standards for non-medical face masks [96,97].

Considerations for implementation

Proper use of face masks is the key to effectiveness and can be improved by clear guidance and appropriate
communication and educational campaigns. ECDC has produced and published infographics [98] and videos [98100] on how to properly put on and discard a face mask in the community. Concerns that mandatory face mask
usage would generate a false sense of security that could decrease adherence to other types of protective
behaviour, such as physical distancing, have been shown to be unfounded in several studies [102,103]. Use of face
masks has been associated with decreased face-touching [104]. The decision to introduce mandatory use of face
masks in community settings should take into account the local context, the availability of face masks for the public
(which should not compromise the availability of face masks for health and social care workers) and the resources
available to monitor implementation. The use of face masks in the community should be considered as a
complementary measure and not as a replacement of the other preventive measures that are recommended to
reduce community transmission [105].
Compliance with the use of face masks is affected by several factors such as availability, gender, age, and
perceptions of vulnerability and severity of disease [106]. Women and the elderly are more willing to wear face
masks than men and younger people. Social acceptance and perceived pressure from the family, mass media and
the government are also associated with increased use of face masks. In contrast, limited knowledge of the
disease is linked to lower compliance.
Policies on the use of face masks in the community for the prevention of COVID-19 transmission should take into
account some potential barriers and side effects [107]. People wearing a face mask may perceive anxiety and
difficulty in breathing [108]. This may be pronounced in individuals with underlying respiratory disease. However,
there is no evidence that wearing a face mask exacerbates respiratory or other diseases. In addition, face masks
may also impede communication, especially among people with hearing impairment [109] or during educational
activities in schools.
Availability of medical face masks is expected to be limited during a pandemic and was indeed a large problem
during the initial phase of the COVID-19 pandemic. This can be a serious barrier for the implementation of face
mask policies in the community and needs to be addressed. Although the supply chain of medical masks has now
recovered, the costs incurred by individuals in complying with this recommendation could be high. This may
hamper the successful implementation of the NPI. Furthermore, individuals may choose to re-use face masks
designed for single use, which could result in increased risk of self-contamination.
Use of non-medical (‘community’) face masks is an option that has been adopted widely and may successfully
address the issue of availability and cost. Although there is no direct evidence that non-medical face masks are
effective in protecting the user from COVID-19, data from experimental studies show that non-medical face masks
have similar filtration characteristics to medical face masks. Furthermore, non-medical face masks can be produced
easily in large quantities and are reusable [110].
Finally, the potential environmental implications of the widespread use of face masks should be considered when
developing a face mask policy. The production and disposal of large amounts of face masks made of synthetic
materials may have a harmful impact on the environment, if not appropriately managed [111].
The effect of using face masks depends on the prevalence of the disease in the community and would be more
pronounced in settings with widespread community transmission. In places without significant community
transmission, the potential harms and costs may outweigh the benefit [104,111].

5. Face shields and goggles
Face shields (visors) and goggles are used in healthcare in combination with face masks to prevent infectious
droplets from reaching the eyes. A systematic review of evidence from SARS, MERS and COVID-19 in healthcare
settings has shown that eye protection is effective in preventing infection [77]. However, thirteen out of 15 studies
did not adjust for the possible confounding effect of the concomitant use of other PPE including face masks and
therefore it is difficult to determine the independent effect of eye protection.
Face shields/visors have also been extensively used in the community as a substitute for face masks, based on the
hypothesis that they represent a barrier to respiratory droplets in both directions. One experimental study using a
coughing patient simulator and a breathing healthcare worker simulator showed that face shields can reduce the
short-term exposure to large respiratory droplets by up to 96% but are less effective against smaller droplets that
tend to be suspended in the air (6880% reduction)[113]. Based on these results, face shields have been
advocated for use in the community, given that they offer a number of advantages over face masks [114], such as
ease of decontamination, the fact that they do not hinder communication, and that they are better tolerated.
9
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However, due to lack of evidence for the effectiveness of face shields in the community and concerns about suboptimal protection against aerosols, face shields/visors are only recommended in combination with face masks.

6. Gloves
The use of gloves for the prevention of SARS-CoV-2 transmission is considered ineffective. There is no documented
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 by direct contact through the skin. To avoid bringing infectious material from objects
and surfaces to the mouth, nose or eyes, the most effective strategy is to observe strict hand hygiene and
respiratory etiquette [115].
Gloves are therefore not recommended as a personal protective measure against COVID-19 in the community.
Gloves do not confer additional benefit and may lead to inadequate hand hygiene and increased contamination of
surfaces [115].

Environmental level
7. Environmental cleaning
SARS-CoV-2 can survive in the environment [61] and has been detected on frequently-touched surfaces in healthcare
facilities [63,115]. As with other respiratory viruses, touching contaminated surfaces and subsequently transferring
the virus to the nose, mouth or eyes through the hands is believed to be a route of transmission. Therefore,
environmental cleaning is recommended to decrease the spread of the virus through this route.
SARS-CoV-2 is an enveloped virus and therefore is sensitive to common detergents and disinfectants effective
against viruses. In situations where there is widespread community transmission, regular cleaning and disinfection
of surfaces in public spaces is recommended [117].
Standard detergents can be used to clean frequently-touched surfaces (e.g. door handles, banister rails, buttons,
wash rooms, buses, etc.). In settings where there are patients with COVID-19 (healthcare or home care),
decontamination of surfaces with diluted household bleach, or other disinfectants active against viruses, is
recommended after regular cleaning [117].
Other methods for surface disinfection, such as spraying (also referred to as fumigation) disinfectants outdoors or
in large indoor surface areas (rooms, classrooms or buildings), or using UV light radiation, are not recommended in
the community due to the lack of effectiveness, possible damage to the environment and the potential exposure of
humans to irritant chemicals [118].

8. Ventilation
Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning systems may play a complementary role in decreasing transmission in
indoor spaces (including means of transportation) by increasing the rate of air exchange, decreasing recirculation
of air and increasing the use of outdoor air. The minimum number of air exchanges per hour, in accordance with
the applicable building regulations, should be ensured at all times. Increasing the number of air exchanges per
hour will reduce the risk of transmission in closed spaces. This may be achieved by means of natural or mechanical
ventilation, depending on the setting [118-120]. The use of air recirculation without filtration should be avoided as
much as possible [120,122].

Evidence base for the measure

Poor ventilation in confined indoor spaces is associated with increased transmission of respiratory infections [122].
Several outbreak investigations have shown that COVID-19 transmission is particularly effective in crowded,
confined indoor spaces such as workplaces (offices, factories) and other indoor settings - e.g. churches,
restaurants, gatherings at ski resorts, parties, shopping centres, worker dormitories, dance classes, cruise ships
and vehicles [118,123-130]. There are also indications that transmission can be linked to specific activities, such as
singing in a choir [129] or during religious services that may be characterised by increased production of
respiratory droplets and aerosols through loud speech and singing. There is no evidence on the effectiveness of
methods for decontamination of air (e.g. UV light irradiation) for use in community settings.

Considerations for implementation

Ensuring the implementation of optimal ventilation adapted to each particular indoor setting could be critical in
preventing outbreaks and transmission amplification events. Implementing proper ventilation systems requires
specific engineering knowledge and factors such as feasibility and energy conservation also need to be considered.
Increasing natural ventilation by opening the windows may be a valid approach in some settings with poor
ventilation but not in buildings with adequate ventilation where this measure may increase the burden on the
ventilation system and cause undesirable turbulent air flows [132].
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Population level
9. Limiting close physical inter-personal interactions
9.1 Isolation of symptomatic cases not requiring hospitalisation
This measure refers to the isolation of confirmed or probable cases of COVID-19 managed in dedicated isolation
facilities or at home (mild cases) for a defined period of time. Although all symptomatic persons should be tested for
SARS-CoV-2 [2], in situations of widespread community transmission or when the laboratory capacity is not sufficient,
a blanket recommendation may be given for individuals with COVID-19-compatible symptoms to stay home. The
isolation of cases can be voluntary or mandatory depending on national regulations. ECDC has published guidance for
discharge and ending isolation in the context of widespread community transmission of COVID-19 [133].
The objective of the measure is to reduce the chance that possibly infectious individuals will have contact with
others. Early identification of cases to ensure rapid isolation and contact tracing is of paramount importance to
prevent further spreading of the virus in the community [133]. Viral load generally persists for up to ten days after
the onset of symptoms in mild-moderate cases and up to 20 days in severe cases [13].
Based on the SARS-CoV-2 clinical presentation, the most commonly observed symptoms are fever, cough, myalgia,
fatigue and other non-specific respiratory symptoms, similar to those for other respiratory virus infections [134]. This
makes clinical diagnosis particularly challenging when other respiratory viruses are co-circulating, for example during
the influenza season [134]. Fever has been the most commonly-reported symptom for SARS-CoV-2 but this may not
be present in some patients [134]. Other commonly-reported symptoms include loss of smell and taste, and
gastrointestinal symptoms such as nausea, vomiting and diarrhoea [135]. Since asymptomatic cases are also welldocumented [136-138], isolating individuals with COVID-19 compatible symptoms will be only partially effective.
Local areas of very intense SARS-CoV-2 transmission have been reported in Europe and elsewhere [139-141].
These areas often had high population density and the initial chains of transmission went undetected until
widespread transmission was occurring. In such situations, population-wide testing strategies (testing all
individuals, irrespective of symptoms) may be appropriate. Such an approach would enable public health
authorities to identify most of the infectious COVID-19 cases at a given point in time (e.g. including presymptomatic, pauci-symptomatic, and asymptomatic cases), allowing for their prompt isolation and interruption of
transmission chains. Depending on the size and population density of the affected area, and the capacity to reach,
test and isolate, as well as to trace and quarantine contacts of cases, such an approach could be more cost
effective than introducing and ensuring long-term compliance to more stringent public health measures. However,
the effectiveness/cost-effectiveness of this approach remains unknown and the testing approach should not
compromise the accessibility of testing for those who are symptomatic. Without timely analysis and notification to
isolate cases, population-wide testing alone would not be effective in reducing transmission.

Evidence base for the measure

It is suggested that self-isolation of individuals with symptoms of a respiratory infection can reduce disease
transmission and limit the spread of the virus in the community during an epidemic, as seen during influenza
epidemics and pandemics [142]. During the COVID-19 pandemic so far, most interventions have been
implemented in parallel or in rapid succession in the majority of the countries, and as such it is difficult to isolate
and quantify the individual effect of each intervention.
Nevertheless, evidence from the COVID-19 pandemic suggests that isolation is an effective measure for reducing
transmission [143]. A modelling study estimated that a high proportion of cases would need to self-isolate and a
high proportion of their contacts would need to be successfully traced and quarantined, to keep the effective
reproduction number below one in the absence of other measures [144]. Another study suggests that early
detection, self-isolation, proper hand hygiene, and household quarantining will probably be more effective than
travel restrictions in mitigating this pandemic [145].
On the other hand, although isolation, in combination with contact tracing, probably slowed early SARS-CoV-2
transmission, it was insufficient as a measure to contain the pandemic [146]. This was also concluded by a
modelling study that assessed the effect of self-isolation as well as of other social distancing measures in 11 EU
countries [15]. Simulation studies, assuming that self-isolation of symptomatic individuals would decrease their
infectiousness by 35%, showed that self-isolation alone, or in combination with other measures (school closures,
shielding of older people) would not be able to sufficiently decrease healthcare needs, or bring the reproduction
number below one for a sustained period of time [146].
The effectiveness of voluntary isolation is reduced due to transmission via asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic cases.
The presence of asymptomatic infections has been documented [136-138,147] and this means that isolation based
on symptomatic case identification would be unlikely to fully prevent ongoing transmission. Furthermore, severe or
immunocompromised cases could remain infectious for periods longer than that currently recommended for
isolation, thus further reducing the effectiveness of such measure [13,148].

Considerations for implementation

There are complicated logistical issues associated with this measure (e.g. food provision, medical supplies, medical
care) and training and supplies will therefore be essential to ensure support and infection control (e.g. PPE, proper
waste disposal) for household members caring for a person who is ill.
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Unless carefully managed, the isolated patient may not receive adequate care and support, especially if elderly or
living alone. Caregivers would also have to stay at home to care for a patient. Those who are infected, and often
their caregivers, will not be able to report to work or go to school, and therefore there may be financial and
practical disincentives (e.g. lost income or job insecurity). Support for the financial, social, physical and other
needs of patients and caregivers require careful planning.
In addition, healthy individuals in the same household with an isolated patient will have a high risk of infection. A
combination of personal protective and environmental measures during isolation may reduce household
transmission [142]. Educational activities and adequate supplies are essential to control infection among household
members, especially those caring for people who are ill.
Acceptability will also determine the effectiveness of any measure. Although isolation could be well-accepted in
certain settings, its acceptability may vary considerably. A systematic review of the public perception of nonpharmaceutical measures for reducing transmission of respiratory infections revealed concerns about isolation due
to the perceived adverse impact and social stigma [22]. In five studies carried out during the 2009 influenza
pandemic, between 50% and 96% of respondents stated that they would stay home from work if they experienced
symptoms, whereas six other studies found that only <1% to 26% would do so [149].

9.2 Quarantining of contacts
Quarantining of contacts refers to isolation of healthy people who have had a high-risk exposure to a confirmed
COVID19 case, as outlined in ECDC’s guidance on contact tracing [1]. Some countries have also implemented
quarantine for persons who have had exposure to a situation where transmission of SARS-CoV-2 may have
occurred (e.g. travellers from areas with community transmission). Quarantine can be voluntary or mandatory and
national strategies vary in EU/EEA and the UK.
The recommendation is usually to self-quarantine at home or in a dedicated facility and self-monitor for
appearance of COVID-19-compatible symptoms. Public health authorities may call the contact person during the
quarantine period to actively monitor symptoms. If symptoms are detected, testing should be carried out. The
objective is the early detection of cases and separation from other healthy people to avoid transmission if disease
develops, even during asymptomatic, pre-symptomatic or subclinical phases of the disease. ECDC also
recommends that contact persons without symptoms are tested as soon as they are identified, which would allow
further contact tracing to take place, given the risk that pre-symptomatic transmission may have occurred prior to
the start of quarantine.
Inherent in the word quarantine is the idea of enforcement. Sometimes ‘voluntary self-isolation’, or even ‘voluntary
quarantine’, or ‘self-quarantine’ are used to infer that people comply voluntarily with public health
recommendations. ‘Quarantine’ differs from ‘isolation’ in that the latter refers to the separation of infected cases
from other people to avoid the spread of the virus.
The duration of the quarantine depends on the estimated incubation period of the virus. The median incubation
period for general transmission is considered to be five to six days for COVID-19, but may range from one to 14 days
[8-11]. A systematic literature review and meta-analysis (preprint) estimated that only 20 of 10 000 contacts in active
monitoring may develop symptoms between 14 and 21 days after exposure [8]. A duration of 14 days is therefore
considered sufficient for monitoring people who have had contact with SARS-CoV-2 cases [8-10]. Α test at day 10
after last exposure can be used to discontinue quarantine early if the test is negative [2]. Emerging evidence from
modelling suggests that contacts could be tested and released even earlier from quarantine, given certain criteria on
the timeliness of the contact tracing process are met, although ending quarantine early has a residual risk which may
not be acceptable in certain circumstances, for example in the context of vulnerable populations [150].
The efficiency and resources needed to implement quarantine are dependent on the definition and, in particular,
the scale of exposure in the target population. ECDC’s guidance on contact tracing [1,151] should be used to
assess the potential risk and plan the actions associated with contact tracing.

Evidence base for the measure

Recent evidence from the COVID-19 pandemic suggests that quarantine can be effective in reducing transmission
and preventing new COVID-19 cases or deaths, if it is implemented early and in combination with other public
health measures [151,152]. Evidence relating to influenza pandemics also indicates that quarantining exposed
people may delay the peak of a local epidemic during the early stages, thus helping to reduce the burden of
disease and delay further spread [142].
Furthermore, modelling studies consistently report a benefit from simulated quarantine measures. For example,
quarantining of people exposed to confirmed or suspected cases averted 4481% of incident cases and 3163% of
deaths compared to no measures, based on different scenarios [151]. A review of modelling studies suggested that
when the models combined quarantine with other prevention and control measures, including school closures, travel
restrictions and social distancing, they demonstrated a greater effect on the reduction of new cases, transmissions
and deaths than individual measures alone [151]. Studies on SARS were also consistent with the findings from studies
on COVID-19 [151]. Overall, quarantine may reduce the number of cases and delay the peak of transmission and the
effectiveness of this measure is enhanced when it is implemented in combination with other measures.
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Rapid identification of cases through contact tracing enhances the effectiveness of quarantine measures. It is
crucial that symptomatic people are tested as soon as possible after symptom onset, test turnaround time is
minimised and contacts are traced as rapidly as possible. Nevertheless, not all contacts may be quarantined early
enough to prevent onward transmission. Modelling studies suggest that in addition to quarantine for high-risk
contacts, the household members of such contacts could also be quarantined to minimise onward transmission
[153,154].

Considerations for implementation

There are considerable logistical, social and communication challenges in implementing quarantine measures. Some
people may be unable to quarantine at home - for example, if they have communal living arrangements. If resources
allow, public health authorities could arrange to receive people at specially-arranged quarantine facilities (e.g. hotels).
Quarantine may place a significant burden on the individual and Member States could consider supportive action, such
as providing food and medicines. This would also reduce the risk of quarantined individuals having to go out and meet
other people. There can also be substantial costs associated with quarantine, mainly due to a significant number of
people being off work and the amount of testing needed for contact tracing purposes.
Compliance and acceptability may vary. Experience from previous pandemics and the SARS epidemic showed that
compliance was sub-optimal in communities with cultural similarities to Europe [155,156]. When quarantine
measures are implemented, national laws and regulations have to be taken into account. Engaging with
quarantined contact persons through regular follow-up, encouragement and a discussion of the importance of
quarantine could help compliance, but this is resource intensive.

9.3 Shielding medically- and sociably-vulnerable populations
These NPIs refer to interventions that specifically aim to protect medically- and socially-vulnerable individuals.
Medically-vulnerable people are those with an elevated risk of severe disease and death due to COVID-19. These
include, but are not limited to, older people, those living in long-term care facilities, and people with underlying
health conditions such as high blood pressure, obesity or diabetes [158].
Since early March 2020, and according to the ECDC Response Measures Database, 19 countries in the EU/EEA and
the UK have implemented specific ‘stay-at-home’ recommendations for risk groups or vulnerable populations [159].
The median duration of these recommendations, as of 9 September, was 176 days (IQR 136-181).
Socially-vulnerable groups include individuals who are more liable to suffer from the consequences of the measures
imposed (feelings of abandonment, loneliness), while being less able to comply with them due to their living
conditions [160,161]. These include people with long-term physical, mental, intellectual or sensory impairments,
the homeless, those living in abusive household settings, sex workers, and others [47,158]. These groups are also
more likely to live in settings where the risk of SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks is higher.

9.4 Recommending ‘social bubbles’
One approach to reducing the intensity of physical distancing involves ‘social bubbles’ [161,162]. Consistently
meeting with the same people, whether friends or co-workers, can allow for a greater degree of contact, while still
minimising the risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission and associated outbreaks.
The concept has been used if several countries (e.g. New Zealand, Belgium and the United Kingdom) to mitigate
the negative effect of social isolation by allowing increased social contacts, while limiting transmission risk [164].
According to the ECDC Response Measures Database, 15 countries in the EU/EEA and the UK have implemented
different levels of stay-at-home recommendations for the general population, often with the recommendation to
limit contacts to members of the household. As of 9 September 2020, the duration of stay-at-homerecommendations was a median of 49 days (IQR 1662 days).

Evidence base for the measure

To our knowledge, no studies have evaluated the specific effect of social bubbles on real-life data. The effect of
the measure has been shown on simulated data in modelling studies. For example, one study found that household
bubbles of two households which were connected four days a week with a maximum age gap of three years would
reduce hospital admissions by 50 to 75%, even though the authors recognise that the measure on its own would
not be sufficient to prevent a resurgence of cases [165].

9.5 Long-term care facilities (LTCFs)
European countries have reported deaths attributed to COVID-19 among 56% of all current LTCF residents,
and/or reported that up to 66% of all fatal cases have been among LTCF residents [165,166]. Therefore the LTCF
setting demands specific attention.
The closed environment of LTCFs facilitates the spread of infectious diseases among residents. Furthermore,
residents are typically medically- and/or socially-vulnerable, needing constant supervision and high-skilled nursing
care [167,168].
The rapid spread of SARS-CoV-2 within and between LTCFs is fuelled by the transmission dynamics of COVID-19;
the potential for asymptomatic transmission among and between staff and residents, the relatively low availability
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of regular testing for staff and for residents, particularly upon (re-)admission, and the tendency for staff to work at
more than one LTCF at a time [166,169].
Factors that have hampered the response to COVID-19 in LTCFs have included insufficient availability of PPE and
human resources; insufficient training in infection prevention and control (IPC) including use of PPE and case
management and the relatively low rate of hospital admissions from LTCFs [169-172]. Furthermore, there are
substantial differences in the organisation of long-term care between and within European countries, affecting
infectious disease preparedness and response in LTCFs. These were well documented by the European Social Policy
Network (ESPN), in its 2018 report for the European Commission Directorate General for Employment, Social Affairs
and Inclusion [174], and in the country-level reports summarised in that document [175]. The ESPN lists four main
challenges which are common to all European countries: the ‘adequacy of long-term care provision, the quality of
formal home care as well as residential services, the employment of informal carers, and the financial sustainability of
national long-term care systems’ [174]. A WHO policy objective for mitigation of the impact of COVID-19 across longterm care recommends that countries ‘initiate steps for transformation of health and long-term care systems to
appropriately integrate and ensure continuous, effective governance of long-term care services’ [176].
The ECDC guidance ‘Infection prevention and control and preparedness for COVID-19 in healthcare settings’ has
specific recommendations for LTCFs, aligned with information on occupational health and safety from European
Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA), in accordance with Occupational Safety and Health (OSH)
regulations and codes of practice [177]. Crucially, the guidance also recommends that, in areas with community
transmission, visitors and LTCF staff who provide care for residents or have contact with residents or communal
areas of the LTCF should consider wearing medical masks at all times in addition to practising meticulous hand
hygiene. Enhancing hand hygiene and physical distancing among residents, staff and visitors and even restricting
non-essential visits and activities in areas with widespread community transmission are also recommended,
although this should be balanced against the needs of the residents for care and social interaction. ECDC’s
‘Framework to monitor responses to the COVID-19 pandemic’ specifically includes indicators to measure face mask
policy, consumption and availability in LTCFs, in order to guide the public health response at sub-national, national
and EU level response to COVID-19 in the EU/EEA and the UK [178].
ECDC’s documents ‘Surveillance of COVID-19 in long-term care facilities in the EU/EEA’ [170] and ‘COVID-19
testing strategies and objectives’ [2] include a recommended testing strategy to quickly identify cases, including
pre- and asymptomatic cases, to enable prompt case management, including isolation. An important benefit arising
from the participation of LTCFs in regular COVID-19 surveillance is the establishment of communication lines
between LTCFs and the health authorities prior to the start of an outbreak. In addition to providing situational
awareness of the number and proportion of affected LTCFs and LTCF residents, ECDC’s surveillance guidance and
ECDC’s monitoring framework both include indicators for medical mask use and availability [170].
There is also an increased risk of severe COVID-19 impact in other similar settings. These include hospital longterm care wards, hostels (without any type of nursing care), sheltered care homes, day centres, home-based
centres and facilities for protected living. These settings may require specific interventions, however if special
provisions are not available, countries could refer to available guidance for LTCFs and community care. ECDC’s
document ‘Guidance on the provision of support for medically and socially vulnerable populations in EU/EEA
countries and the United Kingdom during the COVID-19 pandemic’ [47] contains considerations for institutions
supporting the homeless and people with alcohol or drug dependence.

Considerations for implementation
Socially vulnerability in LTCF residents can be exacerbated by NPI for COVID-19 [159,178,179]. Relevant
considerations for LTCFs, other than communicable disease prevention and control, are contained in WHO’s policy
brief ‘Preventing and managing COVID-19 across long-term care services’ [176] and technical working guidance
‘Strengthening the health system response: Preventing and managing the COVID-19 pandemic across long-term care
services in the WHO European Region’ [181]. These include the psychological impacts resulting from measures that
limit inter-personal interactions; the health impact of reduced access to appropriate external healthcare and from
potentially reduced care due to staff shortages; the mental healthcare requirements for staff, residents and relatives
and the requirement to secure access to dignified palliative care services during this pandemic.
The implementation of NPI measures in LTCFs, as with all NPI listed in this document, will vary among countries
and cultures. As seen in European acute care hospitals, according to the Hofstede model definitions of cultural
dimensions, uncertainty avoidance and power distance correlate with national rates of pre-surgical prophylaxis
[182] and were estimated to explain between 25% and 50% of the variance in infection-related processes and
outcomes [182]. Other than the Hofstede dimensions, in Europe several direct and proxy measures of national
differences in social, economic, health system and policy practices also correlate with ambulatory antimicrobial
consumption and antimicrobial resistance [184]. The experience in these settings reinforces the need for locallyadapted implementation of NPI in LTCFs.

9.6 Prisons
Prisons and general detention settings necessitate a strong, adapted surveillance and public health response to
infectious diseases, including COVID-19, to limit spread and reduce the impact among prisoners and staff. While
prisons are by definition closed environments, connections with the local community mean that progress in addressing
infectious disease in the community will be hampered if the situation in prisons is not addressed. Responses should be
carefully developed in light of the environmental factors that may increase the transmission risk of infectious diseases
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such as COVID-19 (e.g. overcrowding and unsanitary facilities) and the demographic profile of the prison population
with a high proportion of individuals at risk of severe COVID-19 [185].
There is currently limited published data on the number of cases of COVID-19 in prisons in EU/EEA countries and
the UK, but there have been reports of outbreaks in prisons in several European countries [186,187]. The COVID19 situation poses a major challenge for prison services, and has had a marked impact across the judicial sector,
including court procedures, the probation service and prisons.
The recommended measures for containing COVID-19 transmission in prisons are outlined in ECDC’s guidance
[185]. These include the standard IPC measures in combination with specific physical distancing measures to
reduce overcrowding, restrict visitors and ‘cocoon’ people at high-risk of severe disease. The guidance also includes
recommendations for maintaining a COVID-19 free prison through rigorous implementation of IPC measures and a
widespread testing strategy to identify cases early on and a system of cohorting to minimise the introduction of
infection from new arrivals to the prison.

9.7 Migrants and refugees residing in reception and detention centres
Environmental factors such as overcrowding in reception and detention centres may increase exposure to SARSCoV-2 among the migrants and refugees living there [188] . Outbreaks in reception and detention centres can
spread quickly in the absence of adequate prevention measures.
All principles of physical distancing applied in the community should be applied in migrant reception and detention
settings. Providing free and equitable prevention, testing, treatment and care to migrants and refugees in
reception and detention centres is critical at all times, but particularly in the context of COVID-19.
There is no evidence that quarantining whole camps effectively limits transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in reception and
detention settings, or that it provides any additional protection to the general population other than that which
could be achieved using conventional containment and protection measures.
If physical distancing and risk-containment measures cannot be safely implemented, consideration should be given
to reducing numbers or evacuating residents. In all situations where physical distancing cannot be maintained or
properly implemented, the use of medical or non-medical face masks by migrants in reception and detention
centres can be considered as a means of source control. In addition to physical distancing and use of face masks,
hand and respiratory hygiene are the main non-pharmaceutical measures that should be considered and
implemented in migrant reception and detention centres.
Communication on the risks and prevention of COVID-19 with migrant and refugees currently housed in reception
and detention centres requires community engagement and health communication strategies that are adapted to
meet the language, cultural and literacy needs of the different populations.
Migrant and refugee reception and detention centres should be given priority for testing, due to the risk of SARSCoV-2 spreading rapidly in these settings. All individuals with COVID-19-compatible symptoms should be tested on
arrival, and possible, probable or confirmed COVID-19 cases not requiring hospitalisation should be isolated or
separated from others. Contact tracing should be undertaken for all cases identified as positive. New arrivals can
also be considered for testing, irrespective of symptoms, to reduce the risk of cases being introduced into
reception and detention centres. However, a negative test does not exclude the possibility of the person becoming
infectious in the 14 days following the test.

9.8 Limiting size of gatherings
Limiting the size of indoor and outdoor gatherings is a measure to reduce the likelihood of SARS-Co-V-2 spreading to
large numbers of people. It is recommended when there is community transmission, regardless of the incidence
levels. Irrespective of the number of people permitted to gather, interpersonal distancing measures should always be
in place, along with recommendations concerning personal measures, such as hand and respiratory hygiene, and the
wearing of face masks. Additional organisational measures such as event cancellation, postponement or rearrangement should be considered, depending on the underlying epidemiological situation.
Mass gatherings increase the number of close contacts between people for long periods, sometimes in contained
spaces. Therefore, mass gatherings may lead to the introduction of the virus into the community hosting the event
and/or facilitate virus transmission and spread. The potential role of mass gatherings in spreading SARS-CoV-2 has
been documented during the course of the COVID-19 pandemic [189].
According to the ECDC Response Measures Database, 29 countries in the EU/EEA and the UK have implemented
limitations on mass gatherings, with events limited to various sizes, and other limitations/recommendations being
applied simultaneously. The median duration of overall mass gathering limitations, as of 9 September 2020, was 123
days (IQR 92 to 179 days). The median duration of stricter limitations on smaller gatherings with less than 50
participants was 95 days (IQR 76 to 129 days).
A recent analysis of eight non-pharmaceutical interventions implemented in 41 countries found the highest reduction
of the effective reproduction number R when gatherings were limited to 10 people or less (36%; 1653%), as
opposed to 100 people or less (21%; 139%) and to 1 000 people or less (2%; -2022%) [190]. Data originating
from seasonal and pandemic influenza models indicate that during the mitigation phase, cancellations of mass
gatherings before the peak of epidemics or pandemics may reduce the height of the epidemic.
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The extent of transmission during mass gatherings may justify the application of other measures (e.g. web-casting,
education campaigns on good hygiene, enhanced environmental measures) and a risk assessment, depending on
the type of event. Individuals in high-risk groups should refrain from attending mass gatherings when there is
SARS-CoV2 community transmission.

9.9 Measures at the workplace, including teleworking
According to the ECDC Response Measures Database, 25 countries in the EU/EEA and the UK had either
implemented teleworking recommendations or, in some instances, closed workplaces. The median duration of
these recommendations, as of 9 September 2020, was 136 days (IQR from 76 to 180 days).
SARS-CoV-2 can transmit from person-to-person at workplaces and in other public settings where people gather in
contained spaces for long periods, as shown by several outbreaks in occupational settings [191]. Viral transmission
may therefore be reduced by decreasing the frequency and length of social interactions and the physical contacts
between individuals. Studies on seasonal and pandemic influenza have also shown that measures at workplaces can
be modestly effective in mitigating an epidemic and these could therefore be considered during the mitigation phase.
Workplace measures refer to a variety of actions to reduce the risk of transmission in the workplace and the
community. These measures include flexible working schedules/shifts for employees; the opportunity for distance
working/teleworking; encouraging physical distancing measures within the workspace; increased use of email and
teleconferences to reduce close contacts; reduced contact between employees and customers; reduced contact
between employees; adoption of flexible leave policies and advocating the use of other personal protective
countermeasures [192]. In the event of acute respiratory illness, self-isolation is advisable.
The selection of measures will depend on the company and the type of work. Personal protective and
environmental measures should be applied in combination at workplaces.
Workplace closures may be justified in exceptional circumstances, depending on the type of workplace and local
epidemiological situation (e.g. when stricter measures are necessary to reduce transmission). Employees should be
encouraged to self-isolate at home if experiencing respiratory symptoms.

9.10 Closure of non-essential businesses
According to ECDC Response Measures Database, 25 countries in the EU/EEA and the UK have implemented
different types of closures for non-essential businesses or public places, most commonly closing or limiting the
opening hours of entertainment venues and cafés, bars and restaurants. The closure of non-essential businesses
(not including grocery stores and pharmacies), along with gyms and sports centres, was almost as common. The
median duration of the closures was 53 days (IQR 46 to 63 days), with considerable variation in the duration and
completeness of the closure of different public spaces.

Evidence base for the measure

A recent analysis of the effect of eight non-pharmaceutical interventions in 41 countries between January and May
2020 found that closing (some) high-risk businesses reduced the SARS-CoV-2 effective reproduction number by
31% (1346%), which was only slightly lower than the effect of closing most non-essential businesses; 40%
(2255%) [190]. Examples of businesses included in the `high-risk’ category were restaurants, bars, nightclubs,
cinemas and gyms. Another study identified dining at a restaurant as a risk factor for COVID-19 but not visiting a
gym or a bar/coffee shop [192].

Considerations for implementation

Closure of some businesses that are linked to the gathering of people in indoor spaces is an option for reducing
transmission, while avoiding large-scale economic and social impact.

9.11 School closures
To date, school-aged children and children attending day-care facilities have been considered to be among the main
drivers of infectious agent outbreaks, such as influenza or hand-foot-and-mouth disease, and school closures have
been recommended as a measure to interrupt the transmission of influenza. However, evidence for the effectiveness
of school closures is unclear for infections caused by coronaviruses, such as COVID-19, where the transmission
dynamics are different [193]. So far, it is unclear whether school closures during certain phases of the COVID-19
pandemic and in certain socio-economic contexts are an effective way of reducing community transmission. It is also
unknown whether school closures can reduce the burden on the healthcare system. Proactive school closures refer to
the early and planned closure of schools and day-care facilities to limit local virus transmission and spread at schools
and into the community. School closures can be associated with significant costs to society and the economy.

Evidence base for the measure

Only a small proportion (<5%) of overall COVID-19 cases reported in the EU/EEA and the UK have been among
children (those aged 18 years and under). When diagnosed with COVID-19, children are much less likely to be
hospitalised or have fatal outcomes than adults. Children are more likely to have a mild or asymptomatic infection,
meaning that the infection may go undetected or undiagnosed. When symptomatic, children shed virus in similar
quantities to adults and can infect others just as adults do [194,195]. However, it is unknown how infectious
asymptomatic children are.
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While very few significant outbreaks of COVID-19 in schools have been documented, they do occur, although they
may be difficult to detect due to the relative lack of symptoms in children. There is conflicting published evidence
on the impact of school closure/re-opening on community transmission levels, although the evidence from contact
tracing in schools, and observational data from a number of EU countries suggest that re-opening schools has not
been associated with significant increases in community transmission.
Evidence originating from seasonal and pandemic influenza modelling studies has shown that proactive school
closures before the peak of influenza virus activity have had a moderate positive impact in reducing community
transmission [197]. There will be a need to minimise contacts between children and the general population outside
of schools to reduce opportunities for transmission. In the event of proactive school closures, plans for intersectorial collaboration and for society in general should be considered to mitigate the significant secondary effects.
Plans to help mitigate transmission within schools while children continue to attend may include smaller school
groups, physical distancing of children in the class, promotion of other non-pharmaceutical countermeasures and
outdoor classes. In the event of illness, voluntary isolation at home is advisable.
Reactive closures of schools may be necessary as a consequence of widespread virus transmission in the
community and educational settings. Reactive school and day-care closures will probably not reduce the impact of
the epidemic, but may be necessary due to high absenteeism and operational issues, especially if the spread of
SARS-CoV-2 coincides with the ongoing influenza season in an EU/EEA country. Therefore, communities need to
prepare for this eventuality and consider plans for inter-sectorial collaboration and for society in general in order to
mitigate secondary effects. As with proactive school closures, the timing and duration of the closures will need to
be carefully considered on a case-by-case basis.

Considerations for implementation

School closures due to COVID-19 may involve a very high educational cost for the students and a high economic
cost for the adults. A 2010 economic modelling analysis of school closures during influenza outbreaks in the UK,
France, Belgium, and the Netherlands suggested that a four-week and 13-week school closure minimally reduced
the clinical attack rate, but greatly increased the economic damage to the nation, due to the forced absenteeism of
working parents [197].
According to the ECDC Response Measures Database, 30 countries in the EU/EEA and the UK closed their
secondary schools; 28 closed higher education and/or primary schools and 26 countries closed preschools/day-care
centres. The extent of the closures varied among countries, ranging from the implementation of full distancelearning to partial closures. The median duration of school closures as of 9 September 2020 varied from 68 days
(IQR from 55 to 81 days) for preschools/day-care to 87 days (IQR from 67 to 137 days) for higher education.
Given that the influenza virus is circulating in the community during the ongoing influenza season across the
EU/EEA, in order to reduce the burden on healthcare systems, proactive school closures may be considered if there
is also ongoing transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in an area. The decision concerning school closures and their optimal
timing and duration would need to be carefully considered on a case-by-case basis. Bearing in mind the impact of
school closure, the decision should weigh the expected impact of the epidemic against the adverse effects of such
closures on the community.

Impact of school closures

Long-term school closures undoubtedly have negative educational, social, and health ramifications for children who
live under vulnerable circumstances, in marginal communities, or in abusive households. Schools and local public
health authorities must consider the sociological and mental ramifications of school closures if the goal is to protect
vulnerable populations from the negative effects of COVID-19 infection [198]. School closures may result in some
children being unsupervised at home, curtailing the child’s learning capacity if expected to learn remotely. Children
facing social hardships are known to suffer greater societal dissociation, be prone to passive sedentary behaviour
and have poorer health outcomes in general [198].
Based on the current data indicating that children are less likely to be the main vectors of SARS-CoV-2, the
collective detrimental effect of school closures on children and society outweighs the benefits.

9.12 Stay-at-home measures
Several countries in the EU introduced stay-at-home measures, either as recommendations or as orders during the
period of widespread community transmission. Such measures have been applied either locally/regionally or even
nationally. In some cases stay-at-home orders have been introduced for only part of the day (curfew). According
to the ECDC Response Measures Database, 15 countries in the EU/EEA and the UK have implemented mandatory
stay-at-home orders, with a median duration of 46 days (IQR 41 to 52 days).

Evidence base for the measure

Since this has often been the last measure added to a bundle of others, it is difficult to address the added value. A
recent analysis of the effect of eight non-pharmaceutical interventions in 41 countries between January and May
2020 found that stay-at-home orders reduced the reproduction number by 18% (431%), compared to a 31%
reduction when closing (some) high-risk businesses and a 40% (2255%) reduction when closing most nonessential businesses [190]. Another study also concluded that there was limited added value to introducing stay-athome orders as an addition to other physical distancing measures [200].
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Considerations for implementation

Stay-at-home measures can dramatically reduce close physical interactions but are a last-resort option due to their
significant impact on both society and individuals. Targeted implementation, both geographically and temporally, is
preferred and can be considered to control outbreaks that are not responding to bundles of other measures.
Implementation of stay-at-home measures early on during the first phase of the outbreak can probably help to
rapidly reduce virus transmission. However, the adjustment phase needs to be gradual in order to prevent sudden
acute increases.

10. Travel-related measures
Travel-related measures, including domestic and international travel advice, border closures, travel-related
restrictions, and quarantine or combinations of testing and quarantine aim to prevent or limit the geographical
spread of virus transmission within a country or across borders by reducing long-distance transmission and
importation. Other travel-related measures can include entry screening at national borders, airports, or other
places where travellers from affected areas may enter (points of entry (PoE)). Travel advice (or travel
recommendations) refers to official government advice, which has legal and economic implications, that travellers
should consider in order to minimise their risk of infection. Travel and trade restrictions are regulated under the
International Health Regulations (IHR) part III [60] and within EU Member States under article 29 of Directive
2004/38/EC [201]. In addition, public health authorities also issue advice to travellers in the form of health
promotion activities (recommending certain types of behaviour, hand washing, etc.).Travelling from areas with
SARS-CoV-2 community transmission to areas with no transmission increases the risk of virus re-introduction.
However, the movement of people between areas where community transmission is already ongoing has a limited
impact on COVID-19 trends. In such situations, the risk of transmission would depend on the NPI in place and the
compliance of the population [158].

10.1 International travel restrictions and border closures
International travel restrictions aim to reduce the risk of virus importation from countries with high transmission by
implementing travel restrictions to or from an affected area. Such restrictions can include the closure of
international borders, entry bans for travellers from specific countries or regions, and measures to reduce
passenger volumes (e.g. flight cancellations and airport closure). Border closures due to public health risks are
regulated internationally under the IHR. Within the EU, freedom of movement may be limited for public health
reasons within the limits of the EU Treaties and in accordance with Directive 2004/38/EC (art. 29)[60].
According to the ECDC Response Measures Database, among the 31 countries of the EU/EEA and the UK, 29 have,
at some point, implemented some type of travel ban on travelling to, or from, selected areas. The first ban of this
type was introduced on the 9 February 2020, while the most recent was introduced on 12 August 2020.
Seventeen countries have completely closed their borders, not allowing any kind of travel unless for specified
reasons (in most cases only for nationals/permanent residents). The first measure of this kind was introduced on
10 January 2020, while the most recent was implemented on 1 September 2020, according to the ECDC Response
Measures Database.

Evidence base for the measure

The evidence available on the impact of international travel restrictions and border closures is inconclusive. Border
closures will only delay the introduction of the virus into a country if they are almost complete and when they are
rapidly implemented during the early phases prior to the detection of the first autochthonous case, which is
feasible only in specific, isolated settings (e.g. for island nations) [142,202]. Mathematical modelling and genomic
epidemiology suggest that the early implementation of travel restrictions from Wuhan, China was effective in
delaying the occurrence of local SARS-CoV-2 transmission within certain countries [145,202,203]. However, there
is limited evidence available on the effect beyond the early phases of the epidemic.
Mathematical modelling (not peer-reviewed) has shown that international travel restrictions may have a limited
impact on the internal spread of SARS-CoV-2 [199,204], with a possible exception when low-incidence settings
experience a large number of arrivals from higher-incidence settings [205]. The impact of measures to reduce the
risk of importation by decreasing air traffic passenger volumes remains unclear on the basis of the available
literature. The selection of airports where measures are to be implemented requires careful consideration and
more evidence is needed for other modes of transport (water and land transport) [205,206].
The epidemiological situation that unfolded in Europe during spring 2020 indicates that the international travel
restrictions imposed in many EU countries at an early stage had at most a limited, delaying effect. It is highly
unlikely that SARS-CoV-2, which is currently distributed across the globe, can be controlled by means of border
closures [158].

Considerations for implementation

Given the wide range of travel-related restrictions implemented by EU/EEA countries and the UK, coordination,
rapid information exchange between countries, and clear communication with the public are crucial. A lack of upto-date, official government information and changing travel recommendations and restrictions can cause
uncertainty and confusion among travellers, and among staff responsible for the implementation on-site. This can
result in logistical challenges and reduce compliance with the measures.
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International travel restrictions cannot be sustained over a long period of time and are unlikely to result in
behavioural change, while causing significant societal effects, social and economic disruption. Border closures have
been implemented extensively in response to the COVID-19 pandemic in the EU/EEA and the UK, as well as
worldwide, with the aim of reducing long-distance transmission and importation. Border closures result in
substantial challenges for logistics, trade and the movement of people, particularly during a crisis period.
Special consideration should be given to the challenges of implementing and adhering to border closures and the
subsequent mobility restrictions in settings with ongoing humanitarian crises, which present additional challenges
for already vulnerable and marginalised populations [208].

10.2 Measures on conveyances and travel hubs
These measures refer to actions taken on conveyances and travel hubs (planes, ships, trains, local transport, airports,
ports, train stations, bus stations and metro stations) to limit transmission of SARS-CoV-2 [209]. This can include
avoidance of crowding on platforms and when embarking/disembarking; engineering controls such as ventilation; use of
masks; increasing interpersonal distance while travelling and surface disinfection.

Evidence base for the measure

Individual cases or small clusters of infections on board aircrafts have been documented in literature on COVID-19
[209-217]. However, several studies also document the fact that there was no infection on board an aircraft after a
flight was taken by symptomatic or asymptomatic infectious case. Therefore, although transmission on board
aircraft appears to be possible, there is a lack of evidence for large transmission events, suggesting that it is not
common. Many of the reports were published during a period when there was widespread awareness of COVID-19
transmission and travellers were using masks. Some of the studies describe repatriation flights under strict
conditions to control transmission.
Transmission on trains: a study from China estimated the risk for train passengers analysing data from 2 334 index
cases and 72 093 contacts [219]. The average attack rate was 0.3%, ranging from 0 to 10.3%, and increasing
with closer proximity to the index case and longer periods of travel.

10.3 Travel advice
Travel advice (or travel recommendations) refers to official government advice, which has legal and economic
implications, that travellers should consider in order to minimise their risk of infection during domestic and
international travel. Travel and trade restrictions are regulated under the International Health Regulations (IHR) part
III and within EU Member States under article 29 of Directive 2004/38/EC [201]. ECDC has published a template
leaflet for travel advice relating to SARS-CoV-2. According to the ECDC Response Measures Database, 15 countries in
the EU/EEA and the UK have issued internal travel advice, the first being issued on 17 January 2020. Twenty-seven
countries have also issued international travel advice, the first of which was issued on 6 January 2020.

Evidence base for the measure

Although there is a lack of evidence on the effectiveness of travel advice, it is known that close contact between
people during a journey also increases the risk of disease transmission and spread [142,219,220]. Voluntary physical
distancing plays an important role in controlling the outbreak [221-223] and evidence from mathematical modelling
suggests that changes in mobility patterns, as a result of individual travel decisions, may be sufficient to contain an
epidemic [225]. However, in certain contexts, government action may be needed in addition to voluntary behaviour
change to promote adherence to travel advice [225,226]. Advising against travel during an epidemic aims to reduce
the number of people who are infected during trips to areas or countries where community transmission is ongoing
and to reduce the risk of importation from affected countries. Preventing the travel of symptomatic individuals is the
most efficient way to reduce transmission between passengers during travel.

Considerations for implementation

In the context of travel recommendations, travellers should have access to timely information on all travel-related
measures at the place of origin, during transportation and at the destination. In addition, travellers should receive
updates on the local situation and have access to medical advice and assistance at the destination. Travellers
should be reminded to follow the appropriate preventive measures described in this document, while symptomatic
travellers should be discouraged from travelling.
Attitudes and risk perceptions among travellers can be monitored to provide targeted travel advice, in particular for
risk groups, as travel patterns and the willingness to travel continue to change during the COVID-19 pandemic
[227-230].

10.4 Screening at points of entry at national borders
This measure refers to entry screening at national borders, airports, or other places where travellers from affected
areas may enter a country. Screening can refer to screening by health questionnaires, temperature scanners or
laboratory tests. Passengers’ temperatures can be screened using devices such as non-contact infrared thermometers
to assess whether individuals have symptoms of infection (i.e. body temperature >38°C). In addition, a health
declaration form or health screening questionnaire can be used to detect cases in incoming passengers. Health
declaration forms generally focus on possible exposure (either through travel or contact with a known case) and
experience of symptoms such as fever, cough or other respiratory symptoms and these forms have to be assessed by
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health professionals. Additional measures may include proactive sharing of information on the infection, advice on
how to seek medical assistance should symptoms develop and on how to reduce the risk of infecting others. Finally, in
some areas passengers are currently being tested, before or after travel, in an attempt to exclude or discourage
people with active infections from travelling. Overall, these measures aim to reduce the number of infectious people
entering a country, focusing on those coming from countries that are experiencing an epidemic [232].
According to the ECDC Response Measures Database, 23 countries in the EU/EEA and the UK implemented some
type of border screenings for international travellers, with the first screening starting on 21 January 2020. Since 14
March 2020, 13 countries have also introduced PCR testing for travellers returning from abroad. The latest
reported border screening measures were introduced on 1 September 2020.

Evidence base for the measure

Entry screening of passengers with temperature scanners is not effective in delaying or mitigating local
transmission. This is mainly due the inability to detect cases during the incubation period, prior to onset of virus
shedding and the high proportion of cases who do not develop fever or any symptoms [142,232]. Internal
modelling work at ECDC supports these findings. Studies at points of entry have shown that mass screening
programmes using non-contact devices (such as infrared thermal scanners) have not been effective in identifying
infectious persons and limiting spread of disease, as detection rates have been consistently low. A recent modelling
study in pre-print for the UK estimates that temperature screening alone is only 0.78% effective in detecting cases
(CI: 0.191.64) [234]. Furthermore, thermal screening is costly and resource intensive [234-236]. Wastewaterbased surveillance of airplanes and cruise ships could potentially be considered as a complementary data source on
SARS-CoV-2 infection among travellers, although this has several limitations [238]. Emphasis should therefore be
placed on discouraging symptomatic individuals from travelling and providing information and easy access to
diagnosis and care when travellers develop symptoms.
Targeted screening of travellers from areas of high community transmission at points of entry, with laboratory
tests for active infection (PCR or antigen detection) at destination airports, appears to yield notable numbers of
cases. A modelling study indicated that screening involving laboratory tests combined with quarantine may play a
role in decreasing the number of cases entering a country [239], while another modelling study estimated that PCR
testing of incoming passengers on arrival alone is 39.6% (CI: 35.243.7) effective in detecting COVID-19 cases
[234]. Furthermore, it is important to point out that a large proportion of passengers testing positive with PCR will
have already passed the infectious period.
In exceptional situations, for example in the case of small island nations with no autochthonous transmission,
screening of passengers from high transmission areas might help to limit/delay the number of virus introductions.
Countries such has New Zealand, Iceland and Malta have achieved some success with these measures.

Considerations for implementation

Entry screening measures are subject to several limitations and are not an efficient use of human and other health
resources given their lack of effectiveness in delaying or mitigating local transmission. Implementation requires
appropriate infrastructure and facilities, screening equipment, protocols, PPE and availability of trained staff at
points of entry. Additional strategies and resources will be required, if applicable, for the follow-up and
communication with travellers, referral to healthcare services and quarantine arrangements. Implementing entry
screening where the infrastructure is not available (e.g. shipping ports or ground crossings) may lead to additional
challenges, including safety concerns, delays in implementation and reduced compliance with the measures. During
secondary screening measures, which rely on the provision of accurate health or travel information, travellers could
withhold relevant information for fear of stigmatisation or negative consequences (e.g. being placed in quarantine)
[240]. Additional efforts may be required to develop suitable communication strategies and social support
mechanisms to encourage accurate reporting. Emphasis should be placed on providing access to timely information
concerning all travel-related measures and general health information and situational updates at points of entry.

10.5 Quarantine of passengers
In the EU/EEA and the UK, 28 countries have introduced mandatory quarantine for international travellers, with the
first quarantine implemented on 1 January 2020, and the most recent new measure reported on 1 September 2020
according to the ECDC database.

Evidence base for the measure

A recent review of the effectiveness of traveller quarantine to reduce transmission (in relation to SARS) only
identified ‘very low‐certainty evidence’ that quarantining travellers from a country with a declared outbreak would
reduce incidence and deaths [151].
If not properly implemented, the quarantining of travellers may create additional sources for contamination and
dissemination of the disease. If Member States choose to implement quarantine measures for travellers on arrival
at their destination, they should do so based on a risk assessment and consideration of local circumstances [241].
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10.6 Domestic travel restrictions
This measure refers to travel restrictions (e.g. airport and train station closures, internal movement restrictions
between cities/regions) implemented within a country or region to prevent or limit the geographical extent of virus
transmission. According to the ECDC Response Measures Database, 10 countries in the EU/EEA and the UK issued
mandatory restrictions on domestic travel, the first being introduced on 1 March 2020.

Evidence base for the measure

There is evidence that close contact of people increases transmission and spread of SARS-CoV-2 during travel
[242]. Passenger volumes in national traffic and well-connected locations could play an important role in the
establishment of local disease transmission [242,243]. Evidence suggests that the broad domestic travel
restrictions implemented during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic reduced population mobility
[222,226,230] and contributed to the short-term control of the pandemic, with varying degrees of effectiveness
being reported [201,244-246].
As the epidemiological situation can vary within a country, domestic travel restrictions could potentially delay the
spread of the virus to parts of the country with limited or no community transmission, if implemented during the
early stages of an epidemic. However, undetected local transmission may be ongoing prior to the implementation
of domestic travel restrictions or lockdowns for defined geographical areas. Evidence from mathematical modelling
(not peer reviewed) based on data from 130 countries and territories suggests that internal movement restrictions,
which interrupt trips of all lengths, are strongly associated with reduction of the time-varying reproduction number
(Rt) [200]. However, other studies have found that domestic travel restrictions, such as a cordon sanitaire or the
closure of public transportation systems, are unlikely to be effective unless accompanied by other NPI, such as
physical distancing, and behavioural changes [145,243,247]. Since movement restrictions and physical distancing
measures were implemented almost simultaneously, it is difficult to relate observed changes in transmission
dynamics to a single measure.
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Relevant ECDC guidance documents
Individual level
Respiratory hygiene, hand hygiene, and PPE
Technical report: Guidelines for the use of non-pharmaceutical measures to delay and mitigate the impact of 2019-nCoV.
10 February 2020.
Technical report: Infection prevention and control and preparedness for COVID-19 in healthcare settings - fourth update.
3 July 2020.
Technical report: Use of gloves in healthcare and non-healthcare settings in the context of the COVID 19 pandemic.
2 July 2020.
Video on COVID-19: Do you know how to wear a face mask properly? (long version) 28 August 2020.
Video on COVID-19: How to wear your single-use face mask? (short version) 28 August 2020.
Video on COVID-19: How to wear your re-usable/textile face mask? (short version) 25 August 2020.
Infographic: Using face masks in the community. 14 April 2020.
Poster: Effective hand-washing. 12 March 2020.

Environmental level
Environmental cleaning
Technical report: Disinfection of environments in healthcare and non-healthcare settings potentially contaminated with SARSCoV-2. 26 March 2020.

Ventilation
Technical report: Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning systems in the context of COVID-19. 22 June 2020.

Population level
Limiting physical inter-personal interactions
Technical report: Guidelines for the use of non-pharmaceutical measures to delay and mitigate the impact of 2019-nCoV.
10 February 2020.
Technical report: COVID-19 in children and the role of school settings in COVID-19 transmission. 6 August 2020.
Technical report: Guidance for discharge and ending isolation in the context of widespread community transmission of COVID19 – first update. 8 April 2020.
Technical report: Guidance on the provision of support for medically- and socially-vulnerable populations in EU/EEA countries
and the United Kingdom during the COVID-19 pandemic. 3 July 2020
Technical report: Infection prevention and control and preparedness for COVID-19 in healthcare settings - fourth update.
3 July 2020.
Technical report: Surveillance of COVID-19 at long-term care facilities in the EU/EEA. 19 May 2020.
Technical report: Infection prevention and control and surveillance for coronavirus disease (COVID-19) in prisons in EU/EEA
countries and the UK. 3 July 2020.
Technical report: Guidance on infection prevention and control of COVID-19 in migrant and refugee reception and detention
centres in the EU/EEA and the UK. 15 July 2020.

Shielding of medically- and sociably-vulnerable populations
Technical report: Guidance on the provision of support for medically- and socially-vulnerable populations in EU/EEA countries
and the United Kingdom during the COVID-19 pandemic. 3 July 2020.
Technical report: Surveillance of COVID-19 at long-term care facilities in the EU/EEA. 19 May 2020.
Technical report: Infection prevention and control and surveillance for coronavirus disease (COVID-19) in prisons in EU/EEA
countries and the UK. 3 July 2020.
Technical report: Guidance on infection prevention and control of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) in migrant and refugee
reception and detention centres in the EU/EEA and the UK. 15 June 2020.

Travel-related restrictions
Technical report: Considerations for travel-related measures to reduce spread of COVID-19 in the EU/EEA. 26 May 2020.
Technical report: Considerations relating to passenger locator data, entry and exit screening and health declarations in the
context of COVID-19 in the EU/EEA and the UK. 12 June 2020
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Strategies for implementation of NPI
No single control measure is sufficient to mitigate or control COVID-19. Countries in Europe and elsewhere have
been applying multiple NPI with a view to controlling the spread of COVID-19. Any decision on the optimal strategy
for implementation of NPI needs to take into account the epidemiological situation as well as the characteristics of
the population being targeted. The goal is to implement NPI in the most effective and targeted manner possible,
minimising their personal, social and economic impact.
Several measures should be in place, irrespective of the epidemiological situation. Such measures include the
isolation of cases and quarantining of close contacts, recommendations for meticulous hand and respiratory
hygiene and recommendations for teleworking.
In countries/regions with very low prevalence, the key to limiting the spread of the virus is to identify cases, carry
out contact tracing, quarantine and isolate. Measures such as the restriction of non-essential travel from
countries/regions with high prevalence have also been widely applied. Restrictions on the size of gatherings can be
adapted on the basis of local risk assessments.
In places with wider community transmission, it is more important to ensure physical distancing, adapting the
available options on the basis of disease prevalence and trajectory, as well as the geographic extent of the
outbreak. To this end, restricting the size of gatherings, recommending social bubbles, protecting vulnerable
populations and implementing face mask policies are all appropriate. It is unclear how effective it is to close
schools and this also has a significant impact on society. Closing non-essential high-risk businesses and
establishing restrictions on movement are last-resort measures that appear to have been effective in countries with
high prevalence. However, the considerable impact of such measures on society needs to be balanced against their
effectiveness.
Countries should be prepared to adapt their strategies rapidly in response to indications of increased transmission.
Introduction of further interventions could be considered at local or regional level, or for specific population groups,
according to epidemiological data [158].
Table 2 presents an overview of control measures and indications for implementation based on the epidemiological
situation.
Policymakers should keep in mind that there may be a delay of up to 40 days between the introduction of NPI and
an observed effect on the trajectory of the epidemic, which is longer than the incubation period of the infection
[249]. This may be related to the time it takes for people to change their behaviour and for the change in
behaviour to have an effect.
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Table 2. Non-pharmaceutical interventions and indications for implementation during the COVID-19
pandemic based on the national/regional epidemiological situation
Non-pharmaceutical
intervention
Hygiene measures
Meticulous hand and
respiratory hygiene
Face masks
Recommendation to use face
mask in public spaces
Isolation and quarantine
Recommended isolation of
confirmed, probable and
possible COVID-19 cases
Quarantine for contacts of
cases
Quarantine of specific groups
(e.g. travellers from a region
or a country with high
incidence of COVID-19).

Low
High
Geo-level
prevalence prevalence

Disease
Negative
impact societal impact

+

+

National

High

Low

+/-

+

National

High

Low

+

+

National

High

Low

+

+

National

High

Low

+/-

+/-

National

Low

Low

+

+

National

High

Low

-

+/-

Sub-national High
(preferably)

Medium

Closing of public transport

-

+/-

Sub-national High
(preferably)

High

Closing workplaces

-

+

Medium

Recommending teleworking
Closing of schools (preschool,
primary, secondary and
tertiary)

+
-

+
+/-

Sub-national High
(preferably)
National
High
Sub-national High
(preferably)

Protecting high-risk groups
and vulnerable populations

+/-

+

National

Medium

Stay-at-home orders and
recommendations

-

+/-

Sub-national High
(preferably)

High

+

National

High

Medium

-

National

Low

High

+

Sub-national Medium

Physical distancing
Recommended >1-2 metres
physical distance between
individuals in public places
Closing of public spaces (e.g.
non-essential shops,
restaurants, entertainment
venues)

Mass gatherings
Interventions in place for
+/public gatherings (small,
medium and mass gatherings)
Movement restrictions
International travel restrictions +/National movement restrictions or recommendations

High

+: recommended, +/- can be considered, -: not recommended
Supporting evidence for each measure provided in the main text of the document.
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Low
High

Medium

Comment

Can be implemented, but:
- Challenging to harmonise
classification across countries
and regions;
- Administrative borders may
not match epidemiologically
relevant areas;
-Questionable effectiveness
when community transmission
is ongoing across EU/EEA and
the UK.

To consider at local/regional
level first to minimise socioeconomic disruption and
political acceptability.
To consider closing largest and
most crowded spaces first.
To consider at local/regional
level first.
To consider reducing capacity
first.
To consider at local/regional
level first.
To consider, depending on
pupils’ age.
Questionable effectiveness,
especially in younger agegroups.
To consider negative
externalities.
To also consider for hard-toreach populations (e.g. testing
in ethnic minorities or deprived
populations).
To consider at local/regional
level first to minimise socioeconomic disruption and
political acceptability.

May be considered in places
with very low prevalence to
limit introductions
Prefer recommendation over
restriction. To consider at
local/regional level first,
avoiding border closures.
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Annex 1. Literature search methodology and results
Search strategy for literature on non-pharmaceutical measures
Relevant publications were identified by searching:






targeted websites of national health authorities and universities;
generic web search engines (e.g. Google) through customised searches;
PubMed;
pre-print servers for non-peer-reviewed scientific manuscripts; and
the media.

Searches were complemented by hand searches and retrieval of any additional sources that met the eligibility
criteria that could be found in the lists of references.

Search string used in PubMed
("COVID-19"[Supplementary Concept] OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2"[Supplementary
Concept] OR "COVID-19 vaccine"[Supplementary Concept] OR "COVID-19 serotherapy"[Supplementary Concept]
OR "COVID-19 diagnostic testing"[Supplementary Concept] OR "COVID-19 drug treatment"[Supplementary
Concept] OR "LAMP assay"[Supplementary Concept]* OR "Coronavirus Infections"[Mesh:noexp] OR "Wuhan
coronavirus"[TW] OR "Wuhan seafood market pneumonia virus"[TW] OR COVID19[TW] OR "COVID-19"[TW] OR
"COVID-2019"[TW] OR "coronavirus disease 2019"[TW] OR "SARS-CoV-2"[TW] OR SARS2[TW] OR "2019nCoV"[TW] OR "2019 novel coronavirus"[TW] OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2"[TW] OR
"2019 novel coronavirus infection"[TW] OR "coronavirus disease 2019"[TW] OR "coronavirus disease-19"[TW] OR
"novel coronavirus"[TW] OR coronavirus[TW] OR "SARS-CoV-19"[TW] OR "SARS-CoV-2019"[TW])
The publications retrieved have been collated in an Endnote library which is maintained by the ECDC Library. The
EndNote library database is designed to retrieve all new publications related to COVID-19 in PubMed and pre-print
services since the start of the epidemic and is updated daily.
For this document, publications retrieved between 1 July and 31 August 2020 (21 344 publications) were screened
as an update to current ECDC guidance documents (as of 30 June 2020). The search strategy for nonpharmaceutical measures contained the search terms set out in the table below (applied to the ECDC Endnote
library).

1

2

3
4

5

Key concept

Search terms [Boolean operator]

EndNote field

Non-pharmaceutical measures

non AND pharmaceutical AND intervention

Any field

Public health measures

non AND pharmaceutical AND measures

Any field

Non-pharmaceutical interventions

non AND pharmaceutical AND measures AND
effectiveness
non AND pharmaceutical AND intervention AND
effectiveness
hand hygiene OR hand AND hygiene

Any field

hand washing OR hand AND washing

Any field

hand disinfection OR hand AND disinfection

Any field

hand disinfection OR hand washing AND
effectiveness
hand disinfection OR hand washing OR hand
hygiene AND hand sanitizers
hand hygiene AND effectiveness

Any field

hand hygiene AND non-alcohol-based hand rub

Any field

hand hygiene AND alcohol-based hand rub

Any field

hand hygiene AND soap AND water

Any field

respiratory AND etiquette

Any field

cough AND etiquette

Any field

face AND coverings

Any field

face AND masks

Any field

community AND masks OR surgical masks

Any field

personal protective measures OR personal AND
protective AND measures

Any field

Hand hygiene

Respiratory etiquette
Face masks

Personal protective equipment'
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Key concept

Search terms [Boolean operator]

EndNote field

Personal protective measures'

Any field

Environmental measures

personal protective equipment OR personal AND
protective AND equipment
Gloves OR visors OR eye protective devices OR eye
protection
environment OR environmental AND measures

Any field

Social distancing measures

surface OR stainless steel OR copper AND cleaning
OR disinfectant
disinfection OR virus AND inactivation AND
effectiveness
social OR physical AND distancing

Physical distancing measures

quarantine OR isolation

Any field

workplace OR teleworking OR Absenteeism

Any field

Travel advice

travel AND advice

Any field

Entry and exit screening

travel OR travellers AND airport OR aircraft

Any field

travel AND restriction

Any field

travel AND restriction AND effectiveness

Any field

border AND closure

Any field

border AND closure AND effectiveness

Any field

vulnerable AND medically

Any field

vulnerable AND socially

Any field

long-term care OR skilled nursing homes OR nursing
homes
prison OR prisoner OR migrant OR refugee

Any field

implementation AND behavioural AND intervention

Any field

12

Implementation of behavioural
interventions
Compliance/adherence

compliance OR adherence

Any field

13

Resistance/acceptance

resistance OR acceptance

Any field

14

Sustainability

sustainability

Any field

15

Peer-pressure/peer-support

peer AND pressure

Any field

peer AND support

Any field

social AND norms OR social norms

Any field

6

7

8

9

10

11

16

Travel restrictions

Vulnerable populations

Social norms
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Any field
Any field

Any field
Any field

Any field

